In proliferating S. cerevisiae, genes whose products function in DNA replication are regulated by the MBF transcription factor composed of Mbp1 and Swi6 that binds to consensus MCB sequences in target promoters. We find that during meiotic development a subset of DNA replication genes exemplified by TMP1 and RNR1 are regulated by Mbp1. Deletion of Mbp1 deregulated TMP1 and RNR1 but did not interfere with premeiotic S-phase, meiotic recombination, or spore formation. Surprisingly, deletion of MBP1 had no effect on the expression of CLB5, which is purportedly controlled by MBF. Extensive analysis of the CLB5 promoter revealed that the gene is largely regulated by elements within a 100-bp fragment containing a cluster of MCB sequences. Surprisingly, induction of the CLB5 promoter requires MCB sequences, but not Mbp1, implying that another MCB-binding factor may exist in cells undergoing meiosis. In addition, full activation of CLB5 during meiosis requires Clb5 activity, suggesting that CLB5 may be regulated by a positive feedback mechanism. We further demonstrate that during meiosis MCBs function as effective transcriptional activators independent of MBP1.
I
N the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae a large of SBF and MBF gene regulation in controlling cell cycle family of genes is expressed specifically at the boundprogression is underscored by the observation that deleary between G 1 -and S-phase (Cho et al. 1998 ; Spellman tion of both MBF and SBF results in a lethal arrest in et al. 1998) . This family can be divided into genes that G 1 -phase (Nasmyth and Dirick 1991; Koch et al. 1993) . are regulated by SCB (Swi4 cell cycle boxes) sequences CLB5 and CLB6 encode a pair of B-type cyclins that and those regulated by MCB (MluI cell cycle boxes) seare expressed and accumulate at the G 1 /S-phase boundquences in their promoters (Koch and Nasmyth 1994) .
ary (Epstein and Cross 1992; Kuhne and Linder 1993 ; SCB genes are largely regulated by the transcription Schwob and Nasmyth 1993). These two cyclins in confactor SBF (SCB binding factor), composed of Swi4, a junction with the Cdk Cdc28 have an important role in DNA-binding protein, and Swi6, a transcriptional activainitiating DNA replication. In the absence of Clb5 and tor (Breeden and Nasmyth 1987; Andrews and Moore Clb6, cells are viable but experience a delay in initiating 1992). MCB genes are regulated largely by MBF (MCB DNA synthesis (Epstein and Cross 1992; Schwob and binding factor), composed of Mbp1 and Swi6 (Koch et Nasmyth 1993; Donaldson et al. 1998) . During mitotic al. 1993) . SBF regulates two G 1 cyclin genes, CLN1 and proliferation other members of the B-type cyclin family CLN2, and a series of genes required for cell wall syntheencoded by CLB1-CLB4 can induce DNA replication sis and bud formation (Stuart and Wittenberg 1994;  and thus have some degree of functional redundancy Igual et al. 1996) . MBF regulates a large number of with CLB5 and CLB6 (Schwob et al. 1994) . Despite genes that encode factors required for DNA synthesis and this redundancy Clb5 and Clb6 are more effective at repair (Lowndes et al. 1991 ; Johnston and Lowndes activating origins of DNA replication than are the other 1992). In addition, MBF has been proposed to control B-type cyclins (Cross et al. 1999; Donaldson 2000) . the expression of two B-type cyclins: CLB5 and CLB6
In addition to mitotic proliferation, budding yeast cells (Schwob and Nasmyth 1993) . Inactivation of MBF reare capable of adopting different developmental fates on sults in the deregulation of MCB genes such that their the basis of environmental influences. In response to starperiodic expression is replaced with a moderate uniform vation, MATa/MAT␣ diploids can abandon proliferation level of transcript abundance throughout the cell cycle and embark on a developmental program that proceeds (Dirick et al. 1992; Lowndes et al. 1992) . The importance through meiosis and spore formation (reviewed in Kupiec et al. 1997) . For simplicity we refer to this process as meiosis or meiotic development. Orderly progression 1 TABLE 1 are, at minimum, four families of meiosis-specific genes, classified as early, middle, mid-late, and late (Chu et al. S. cerevisiae strains used in this study Primig et al. 2000) . This temporal pattern of gene expression helps to ensure that proteins encoded by late genes, and the formation of spores (Chu et al. 1998 et al. 1998) . In contrast, a global investigation of gene Meiotic development includes features that are disexpression demonstrated that a majority of the MBFtinct from the cell cycle such as synaptonemal complex regulated genes are expressed during meiotic developformation and two consecutive chromosome divisions, ment in S. cerevisiae (Iver et al. 2001) . meiosis I (MI) and meiosis II (MII), in the absence of Our investigation has revealed that Mbp1 influences an intervening S-phase. Despite these unique features, a subset of MCB-regulated genes during meiotic develprogress through meiotic development has S-phase in opment, but is not essential for meiosis or spore formacommon with the mitotic division cycle. Many of the tion. Surprisingly, we found that Mbp1 does not control same gene products required for DNA synthesis in prothe expression of CLB5 during meiotic development. liferating cells are also utilized during premeiotic S-phase However, MCB sequences in the CLB5 promoter are (Simchen 1974; Zamb and Roth 1977) . In addition, required for effective expression of CLB5, implying that the same origins of replication utilized by proliferating another MCB-binding factor may regulate CLB5 during cells are also used in premeiotic S-phase (Collins and meiosis. These data reveal a remarkable complexity in Newlon 1994). We have previously established that enthe regulation of CLB5 during meiosis and suggest that try into premeiotic S-phase is dependent on the S-phase there may be subclasses of MCB-containing genes that cyclins Clb5 and Clb6 (Stuart and Wittenberg 1998) .
are regulated by different MCB-binding factors. In addition, Cdc28, the kinase activated by these cyclins, is required for premeiotic S-phase (Stuart and Wit-MATERIALS AND METHODS tenberg 1998; Benjamin et al. 2003) . Thus the preponderance of data suggests that meiotic and mitotic S-phases Strains and growth conditions: All strains used in this study may be similarly regulated.
are in the SK1 genetic background (Kane and Roth 1974) and were derived from DSY1030 (MATa lys2 ho::LYS2 ura3 CLB5 and many of the genes whose products are leu2::hisG trp1::hisG arg4Bgl his4X) and DSY1031 (MAT␣ lys2 required for mitotic S-phase are regulated by MBF, by ho::LYS2 ura3 leu2::hisG trp1::hisG arg4Nsp his4B). The strains SBF, or by both (Koch et al. 1993; Iver et al. 2001) . Howused in this study and their relevant genotypes are listed in ever, the importance of MBF and SBF in promoting Table 1 . All of the strains were generated by standard genetic premeiotic S-phase has not been extensively investiprocedures (Rose et al. 1990) . Yeast strains were routinely propagated in YEP (1% yeast extract, 2% peptone, 30 mg/ gated. Many of the genes regulated predominantly by liter adenine) supplemented with 2% dextrose (YEPD) or 2% with constructs in which CLB5 was driven either by two wildtype MCB elements (MCB-CLB5) or by one wild-type and one potassium acetate (YEPKAc). The sporulation medium (SPM) used in this study was 1% potassium acetate. Synchronous mutant MCB (mcbx-CLB5), and each strain was crossed to DSY1475, an mbp1::Kan R strain. The diploid was sporulated meiotic development and sporulation were accomplished as previously described (Stuart and Wittenberg 1998 (Stuart and Wittenberg 1994  isolated and subjected to Northern blot analysis as previously described (Stuart and Wittenberg 1994) . Northern blots Sopko et al. 2002) . Mbp1-Myc was generated by amplification of the 3Ј-end of MBP1, including the C terminus of the open were probed for CLB5 with a 1.5-kb Afl II DNA fragment containing the CLB5 open reading frame. SPS1 and SPS2 were reading frame. This was ligated with YIplac204 and sitedirected mutagenesis was used to insert a cassette encoding detected with a 3-kb Cla I fragment from plasmid p18 (Perci-15 copies of the c-Myc epitope. The tagging construct was val- Smith and Segall 1984) . ACT1 was detected with a 1.6-targeted for integration at the C terminus of MBP1. SWI4 was kb BamHI-HindIII fragment containing the ACTI gene. MBP1, tagged at the C terminus with three tandem copies of the HA TMP1, and RNR1 were all detected with PCR fragments encodepitope using the vector pURA-SWI4HA as described (Flick ing tein samples used for Western blot were prepared by trichlorodiploids were generated by mating. For analysis of the CLB5 acetic acid extraction as described (Foiani et al. 1995) . Westpromoter a 2.6-kb Xho I-Sac I fragment containing the CLB5 ern blots were probed with monoclonal antibody 12CA5 gene was ligated with YIplac211. The CLB5 gene in this con-(Babco) at a dilution of 1:10,000 to detect Swi4-HA and Ndt80-struct included six tandem copies of the HA epitope at its C HA or with monoclonal antibody 9E10 (Babco) at a dilution terminus. This construct included 980 bp of sequence upof 1:10,000 to detect Mbp1-Myc. As a loading control blots stream of the CLB5 start codon and was sufficient to provide were probed with monoclonal antibody anti-PSTAIR (Sigma, proper regulation of the CLB5 gene. A nonfunctional clb5
St. Louis) at a dilution of 1:10,000. All of the primary antibodreporter gene was generated by deleting the 250-bp Bsp EIies were detected with horseradish peroxidase conjugated antiBsu36I fragment from the CLB5 open reading frame; additionmouse antibodies ( Jackson Labs). Immunoprecipitation and ally, the transcriptional stop sequence in this construct was histone H1 kinase assay were preformed as described (Stuart altered to allow us to distinguish it from the endogenous CLB5
and Wittenberg 1998). The kinase reactions were separated mRNA. All MCB mutations were generated by site-directed on 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gels that were subsequently dried mutagenesis as described (Stuart and Wittenberg 1994) and the phosphorylated substrates were detected by exposing and the promoter constructs were sequenced to ensure the the dried gels to phosphor-storage screens that were subseinclusion of the mutations and that no additional mutations quently developed on a Molecular Dynamics STORM phoshad been generated. The following mutations were generated:
phorimager. MCB (Ϫ389) GACGCGCC changed to GACGAGCC, MCB Other procedures: Sporulation was assayed by microscopic (Ϫ354) GGCGCGTC changed to GGACGTTC, MCB (Ϫ337) examination of cultures that had been incubated in SPM for CACGCGCT changed to CACGAGCT, MCB (Ϫ315) TAGCGCCC 24 hr. Two hundred cells per culture were counted and the changed to TAGCATGC, and MCB (Ϫ248) ACCGCGAA percentage of cells that had formed asci were scored. Progreschanged to ACCTAGAA. The number in parentheses refers sion through the meiotic chromosome divisions MI and MII to the position of the putative MCB relative to the CLB5 start was assayed by staining the nuclear DNA with 4Ј,6-diamidinocodon; the core of each putative MCB is underlined. The 2-phenylindole (DAPI) as previously described (Stuart and MSE at position Ϫ230 was changed from AACGCAAAT to Wittenberg 1998). The nuclei were visualized and counted GATCCGGCT by PCR-mediated mutagenesis (Horton et al. with a Zeiss Axioskop II. Nuclear DNA content of fixed propid-1989). The 176-bp deletion in the ⌬179 promoter and the ium-iodide-stained cells was determine by fluorescence-acti-100-bp deletion created in the ⌬178 promoter were generated vated cell sorting (FACS) as previously described (Stuart by PCR-mediated mutagenesis (Horton et al. 1989) . The plasand Wittenberg 1998). Cell volume data for cells growing mid that places CLB5 under the regulation of only two MCB asynchronously in YEPD were collected using a Coulter (Hiasequences (MCB-CLB5) was constructed by annealing the olileah, FL) Z2 particle size analyzer. gonucleotides WTKXF 5Ј-CTCTCGAGTGAAGACGCGCCCT TGATGGC-3Ј and WTKXR 5Ј-TCGAGCCATCAAGGGCGCG TCTTCACTCGAGAGGTAC-3Ј and inserting this duplex into RESULTS the ⌬179 promoter so that the oligonucleotide replaced the 176 bp deleted from the CLB5 promoter. CLB5 under the The S-phase cyclin CLB5 is essential for effective sporregulation of one mutant and one wild-type MCB (mcbxulation: Wild-type SK1 diploid cells sporulate at a fre-CLB5) was similarly constructed; however, the oligonucleoquency approaching or Ͼ90%. In contrast, clb5 clb6 cells tides used encoded a mutant MCB sequence in which the core CGCG had been changed to CGAG. The clb5 reporter cannot form complete asci 24 hr following the induction constructs were integrated at the URA3 locus in wild-type CLB5 of meiotic development ( Table 2 ). The meiotic defect CLB6 strains DSY1030 and DSY1031. The CLB5 constructs in clb5 clb6 cells is most likely due to an absence of the were integrated into the clb5 clb6 mutant strains DSY1064 and Clb-dependent Cdk activity needed to initiate S-phase. DSY1065 . The presence of the constructs in single copy at the However, another explanation could involve defects in YEPKAc, 1% yeast extract, 2% peptone, 30 mg/liter adenine, 2% potassium acetate; SD Ϫ MET, synthetic defined medium lacking methionine; SD ϩ MET, synthetic defined medium including methionine.
liferation that persist to prevent successful premeiotic ( Figure 1A , wild type). The induction of CLB5 observed under these conditions is dependent on the initiation DNA replication. We tested this possibility by generating a strain whose only source of S-Cdk was Clb5 regulated of the meiotic program since ime1 mutants that cannot induce meiosis-specific genes did not accumulate CLB5 by a meiosis-specific IME2 promoter. During mitotic growth the IME2 promoter is repressed; however, in mRNA ( Figure 1A , ⌬ime1). In contrast, CLB5 mRNA did accumulate in ime2 mutants that are competent to actisporulation medium the IME2 promoter is induced and CLB5 is expressed. The clb5 clb6 IME2-CLB5 cells prolifvate early genes but are defective in middle gene activation ( Figure 1A , ime2⌬). As expected, CLB5 mRNA accuerating in YEPD medium were similar in size to clb5 clb6 mutants (110 fl), indicating that they suffer a similar mulated effectively in swi4 mutants; indeed, the peak of CLB5 transcript accumulation is slightly earlier than delay in entering S-phase. However, clb5 clb6 IME2-CLB5 cells initiate meiotic chromosome divisions at the same that in wild-type cells ( Figure 1A, swi4⌬) . Surprisingly, we did not observe any difference in the meiotic mRNA time as CLB5 CLB6 cells and achieve a similar degree of tetrad formation and spore viability (Table 2) . A similar profile of CLB5 when comparing MBP1 wild-type diploids with mbp1 mutants ( Figure 1A ; compare wild type outcome was observed when the only source of S-Cdk was CLB5 regulated by a methionine repressible MET3 with ⌬mbp1). This surprising observation compelled us to investigate the activity of Mbp1 further. An analysis promoter. A clb5 clb6 MET3-CLB5 diploid strain was grown in rich medium supplemented with methionine of transcript abundance verified that MBP1 mRNA displayed a relatively uniform level throughout the meiotic (MET3 promoter off) and was then induced to enter meiosis in SPM lacking methionine (MET3 promoter time course ( Figure 1B) . Additionally, Mbp1 protein abundance does not change throughout meiotic develon). These cells effectively progressed through meiotic S-phase and completed both meiotic divisions (Table  opment ( Figure 1C, . Similarly, it has been shown that Swi6 is present throughout meiotic develop-2). The number of tetrads formed by these cells was somewhat reduced but spore viability was similar to that ment (Clyne et al. 2003) . The constitutive abundance of Mbp1 and Swi6 is in contrast to the apparent instabilachieved by wild-type cells (Table 2 ). In contrast, if the same cells were grown in the absence of methionine ity of Swi4. We were able to detect full-length Swi4-HA in proliferating cells but only lower molecular weight (MET3 promoter on) and were then induced to enter meiosis in the presence of methionine (MET3 promoter degradation products could be detected when cells initiated meiosis ( Figure 1C , Swi4-HA). Ndt80 is a meiosisoff), the cells displayed a significant reduction in the number of cells forming tetrads and a reduction in specific regulator of CLB5 and the entire middle-sporulation gene family (Chu and Herskowitz 1998) . Ndt80 spore viability (Table 2 ). The concentration of methionine used in this medium (1 mm) caused a minor delay accumulates just prior to the induction of the middlesporulation genes, coincident with the burst of CLB5 in the progression of wild-type cells but within 10 hr Ͼ80% had completed MII (data not shown). These expression at ‫6ف‬ hr into the meiotic time course ( Figure  1C , Ndt80-HA). Deletion of NDT80 abolished the peak observations imply that Clb5 must be synthesized de novo in meiosis to promote effective progression through accumulation of CLB5 transcript normally seen between 5 and 8 hr, resulting in a relatively constitutive CLB5 meiosis and spore formation.
Transcriptional profile of CLB5 during meiotic develexpression ( Figure 1A , ⌬ndt80). We considered it possible that both Mbp1 and Ndt80 regulate CLB5 but that opment: In cells induced to enter meiotic development CLB5, mRNA began to accumulate after 2 hr, concurthe activity of Mbp1 might be masked by the burst of CLB5 mRNA induced by Ndt80. We tested this possibilrent with the onset of premeiotic S-phase, followed by a peak of transcript accumulation between 5 and 8 hr, ity by deleting both NDT80 and MBP1. The timing of CLB5 accumulation and the abundance of the CLB5 coincident with the MI and MII chromosome divisions transcript were very similar in either ndt80 or ndt80 mbp1 separate loci, ARG4 and HIS4. The rate at which recombinants could be recovered was very similar between the diploid cells ( Figure 1A ; compare ⌬ndt80 and ⌬mbp1 ⌬ndt80). These data suggest that Mbp1 does not play a mbp1 mutant and MBP1 wild-type cells, suggesting that deletion of MBP1 does not lead to any defects in either critical role in the regulation of CLB5 during meiotic development ( Figure 1A) . meiotic DNA replication or recombination ( Figure 2B ). Mbp1 regulates a subset of MCB-controlled genes Mbp1 is not required for efficient, timely DNA replication and meiotic recombination: Although MBP1 does during meiotic development: Although Mbp1 does not appear to regulate CLB5 in meiosis, we wished to deternot appear to have a profound regulatory effect on CLB5, we considered it possible that Mbp1 might influmine if it might influence the expression of other MCBcontaining promoters. Northern blot analysis showed ence the expression of other genes and thus influence progression through S-phase. Analysis of MBP1 NDT80, that in wild-type cells two established MBF-regulated genes, RNR1 and TMP1, display defined temporal patmbp1 NDT80, and MBP1 ndt80 diploid cells by FACS indicated that neither Mbp1 nor Ndt80 is required for effiterns of transcript accumulation with discrete peaks of transcript abundance occurring 2-6 hr following the cient premeiotic DNA replication; wild-type, mbp1, and ndt80 cells all successfully completed S-phase within 4 hr induction of meiotic development ( Figure 2C , MBP1/ MBP1). These peaks of transcript abundance occur coafter being induced to initiate meiotic development (Figure 2A) . incident with the time at which premeiotic S-phase would be initiated. In mbp1 mutants, these distinct peaks Extensive homologous recombination is a hallmark of meiotic development in most eukaryotes. In S. cereviswere abolished and replaced by a relatively uniform pattern of transcript abundance that gradually decreased as iae this process is dependent on successful completion of DNA replication (Borde et al. 2000; Smith et al. the meiotic program neared completion ( Figure 2C , mbp1/mbp1). Although inactivation of MBP1 reduced 2001). Delays in the initiation or progression of premeiotic S-phase would be manifested as a delay in the accuthe periodic expression of RNR1 and TMP1 during meiotic development, this mutation did not have a general mulation of recombination events. We compared MBP1 and mbp1 diploids in a "return to growth assay" where effect on meiotic gene expression as CLB5, SPS1, and SPS2 expression was unaffected ( Figure 2C ). intragenic meiotic recombination was analyzed at two Mutational analysis of the CLB5 promoter: Sequence terize the role of sequence elements within the CLB5 promoter, we examined the expression of two constructs scanning of the CLB5 promoter revealed a cluster of potential MCB elements and a putative MSE element that contained deletions of the CLB5 upstream region encompassing the major recognizable regulatory ele-( Figure 3A) . To investigate the importance of these regulatory elements, we generated a series of mutations ments in the CLB5 promoter. The deletion in ⌬179 removes sequences between Ϫ222 and Ϫ389 relative to the in the CLB5 promoter and fused these mutant promoters to a clb5 reporter gene. This reporter gene could ATG codon of CLB5. This promoter mutation resulted in the accumulation of significantly reduced levels of clb5 be monitored in wild-type cells as the mutant transcript displays a mobility distinct from that of the endogenous transcript throughout the meiotic time course ( Figure  3B , ⌬179). Although a single putative MCB had been CLB5 mRNA on Northern blots ( Figure 3A ; the reporter transcript labeled clb5 migrates more slowly than the juxtaposed closer to the clb5 open reading frame, it appeared to have a very minor effect on inducing clb5 endogenous CLB5 transcript labeled CLB5).
Northern blot analysis of the reporter gene under expression. In addition, transcripts driven by the ⌬179 promoter did not appear to display any middle-sporulathe regulation of a wild-type CLB5 promoter revealed a pattern of mRNA accumulation identical to that distion-specific accumulation; this is consistent with the likelihood that we eliminated the potential Ndt80-bindplayed by the endogenous CLB5 ( Figure 3A) . To charac- promoter, which has a deletion from Ϫ222 to Ϫ398 relative to the start codon. (C) ⌬178 promoter, which has a deletion from Ϫ298 to Ϫ398. (D) ⌬mse, promoter which has a mutation in the MSE located at position Ϫ230. (E) ⌬mcb5 promoter, which has mutations in the MCB sequences at Ϫ389, Ϫ354, Ϫ337, Ϫ315, and Ϫ248.
ing site. This result suggests that all of the major meiosispromoter even during the middle phase of sporulation when Ndt80 would be expected to drive transcription via specific regulatory elements in the CLB5 promoter reside between Ϫ222 and Ϫ389; consequently, we have the MSE sequence. It is unclear whether this effect can be attributed solely to the potential MSE being a reladesignated this region as UAS
CLB5
. The ⌬178 mutation eliminates four of the five consensus MCB elements in tively weak activator or whether this deletion has removed flanking sequences that enhance Ndt80-binding the CLB5 promoter but retains two potential MCBs and the putative MSE sequence ( Figure 3C ). The ⌬178 prointeraction with cofactors. The MSE element at position Ϫ230 in the CLB5 promoter also induced the accumulation of a significantly reduced abundance of clb5 transcripts; however, in this moter was anticipated to be responsible for the Ndt80-dependent transcription of CLB5. However, inactivation case the clb5 transcript displayed a weakly regulated pattern of accumulation with a peak occurring coincident of this sequence by site-directed mutagenesis did not significantly alter expression of the clb5 reporter gene with middle sporulation as evinced by the accumulation of SPS1 and SPS2 transcripts ( Figure 3C, SPS1) . This ( Figure 3D ). In particular, the clb5 mRNA continued to display a peak of accumulation between 4 and 8 hr, pattern of mRNA accumulation is consistent with the presence of an MSE element in the ⌬178 promoter. The consistent with activation by Ndt80. This observation implies that there may be another Ndt80-binding site in clb5 mRNA driven by the ⌬178 promoter accumulated to much lower levels than that driven by a wild-type CLB5 the CLB5 promoter. Since Ndt80-dependent expression was lost when UAS CLB5 was deleted, Ndt80 must interact ies within the promoters of genes that they regulate . We observed that muwith a sequence between Ϫ222 and Ϫ398. Indeed, Ndt80 will bind effectively to this MSE mutant promoter in tation of five of the six MCBs in the CLB5 promoter reduced transcription much more than deletion of four vitro (S. A. Raithatha and D. T. Stuart, unpublished results).
of the MCB sequences. This might suggest a cooperative or an additive nature to the transcriptional activation diMbp1 does not appear to influence the transcriptional regulation of CLB5 during sporulation. However, rected by the MCBs. However, an alternative possibility is that the fifth MCB at position Ϫ389 is particularly posince multiple MCB sites reside within the CLB5 promoter, we decided to scrutinize these potential MCBs tent at activating transcription. To determine whether inactivation of the MCB at Ϫ389 alone was responsible for to determine whether or not these sites are active regulatory elements during meiosis. Mutation of five of the the decrease in mRNA driven by the ⌬mcb5 promoter, a single mutation within this MCB was introduced into six MCB sequences (⌬mcb5) in the reporter gene promoter had a very modest effect on its transcription relaan otherwise wild-type CLB5 promoter ( Figure 4A , ⌬mcb1). Homozygous clb5 clb6 ⌬mcb1-CLB5 diploids tive to a wild-type promoter ( Figure 3E ). This initial analysis suggested that all important regulatory eledisplayed a wild-type pattern of CLB5 mRNA expression (compare CLB5 and mcb1 in Figure 4A ). Hence, mutaments other than MCBs must be located between Ϫ222 and Ϫ298 in the CLB5 promoter.
tion of the MCB at Ϫ389 alone is not responsible for the large decrease in CLB5 transcript abundance driven We next wanted to determine if alterations to the CLB5 promoter would be of any physiological conseby the ⌬mcb5 promoter during meiotic development. Histone H1 kinase activity associated with Clb5 follows quence to the cells. To investigate this, we generated constructs in which a functional CLB5 open reading a profile directly related to the pattern of mRNA accumulation; this is true both during mitotic proliferation frame was placed under the regulation of a wild-type or one of the mutant CLB5 promoters. These constructs and during meiotic development. Inactivation of four MCBs in the CLB5 promoter resulted in a decrease were introduced into clb5 clb6 cells so that their only source of CLB5 was that under the regulation of proin the amount of Clb5-associated kinase that could be isolated from an asynchronous population of mitotically moter constructs that we generated. Northern blot analysis of the CLB5 open reading frame in these mutant proliferating cells ( Figure 4C ; compare CLB5, asynch lane, with ⌬mcb4, asynch lane). A further reduction in diploids gave results that largely mimicked the result seen with the clb5 reporter in CLB5 CLB6 diploids. The the abundance of kinase activity resulted from deletion of five MCB elements from the CLB5 promoter ( Figure  ⌬178 and ⌬179 promoters were profoundly defective in driving the accumulation of CLB5 transcripts ( Figure  4C , ⌬mcb5). During meiotic development, cells whose CLB5 is under the regulation of a wild-type promoter 4A, ⌬178 and ⌬179). However, site-directed inactivation of five MCBs in the CLB5 promoter resulted in a much accumulated Clb5-associated kinase activity about 2 hr after the initiation of meiosis. This kinase activity greater reduction in transcript abundance than was observed for the clb5 reporter gene ( Figure 4A, ⌬mcb5) .
reached peak abundance between 6 and 8 hr ( Figure  4C , CLB5). Although Clb5-dependent kinase activity The difference between ⌬mcb5 clb5 and ⌬mcb5 CLB5 may be due to a positive-feedback effect (see discuspeaks during the middle-sporulation events, the kinase activity detected between 2 and 4 hr following the inducsion). We quantitated the CLB5 mRNA relative to ACT1 mRNA that accumulated at 1, 4, 6, and 12 hr following tion of meiotic development is likely the activity relevant to fulfilling its critical role in promoting premeiotic induction of meiosis in cells whose only source of CLB5 was driven by a wild-type promoter, a ⌬178 promoter, a DNA replication. The loss of four MCB elements from the CLB5 promoter (⌬mcb4) reduced kinase activity ⌬mcb4 promoter in which four of six MCBs had been inactivated, or a ⌬mcb5 promoter. It is clear that, comduring early time periods, eventually allowing peak levels to be achieved after 10 hr ( Figure 4C, ⌬mcb4) . The pared to the wild-type promoter, a ⌬178 promoter yielded much lower levels of transcript abundance at all points CLB5-associated kinase activity in the ⌬mcb4 strain, while delayed, did eventually accumulate to levels throughout the time course ( Figure 4B ). Inactivation of four of the six MCBs (at positions Ϫ345, Ϫ337, Ϫ315, higher than that achieved by wild-type cells at 4 hr. We predicted that this level of Clb5-associated kinase activity and Ϫ248) reduced accumulation of CLB5 mRNA at the 4-and 6-hr time points, and there was a delay in the peak would be sufficient to promote premeiotic S-phase and indeed these cells are capable of completing DNA repliaccumulation of CLB5 mRNA ( Figure 4B ). Deletion of five of the six MCBs in the CLB5 promoter (⌬mcb5) cation although with some delay relative to wild-type cells ( Figure 4D ). In contrast, inactivation of five MCB regulareduced the level of CLB5 transcript accumulation particularly at the 4-and 6-hr time points and resulted in a tory elements within the CLB5 promoter (⌬mcb5) produced very low levels of Clb5-associated kinase activity significant delay before the CLB5 transcripts could accumulate above the initial levels ( Figure 4B) . and resulted in a defect in DNA replication (Figure 4C , ⌬mcb5; Figure 4D ). MCB elements are frequently found in multiple cop- CLB5 promoter mutations result in altered cell mor-( Figure 5E ). In contrast, ⌬mcb5 cells strongly exhibited the mutant morphology and increased cell volume durphology and reduced sporulation efficiency: Due to a delay in the initiation of DNA replication, proliferating ing mitotic proliferation, suggesting insufficient expression of CLB5 ( Figure 5F ). clb5 clb6 cells spend a greater proportion of time in G 1 and achieve a larger cell volume ( Figure 5 : compare A Introduction of a wild-type promoter-driven CLB5 restored the ability of clb5 clb6 diploid cells to complete and B). Introduction of the wild-type promoter-driven CLB5 construct into clb5 clb6-deficient cells completely both meiotic divisions and achieve wild-type levels of tetrad formation ( Figure 5G ). In contrast, CLB5 regurescued the elongated phenotype and reduced cell volume from 114.64 fl to 74.67 fl, similar to wild-type cells, lated by the deletion promoter ⌬178 did not rescue the clb5 clb6 sporulation defect ( Figure 5G ), consistent with indicating that functionally relevant CLB5 expression was achieved from this construct ( Figure 5C ). A prothe inability of this promoter to drive sufficient CLB5 to restore wild-type morphology to proliferating clb5 clb6 moter containing deletions of UAS CLB5 (⌬178) maintained the elongated, large-cell clb5 clb6 phenotype (Figdiploid cells (Figure 5D ). Inactivation of a single MCB element at Ϫ398 in the CLB5 promoter had little or no ure 5D). Inactivation of four MCBs may still allow adequate expression of CLB5 necessary to promote effect on sporulation efficiency ( Figure 5G, ⌬mcb1) . In contrast, loss of four MCBs (⌬mcb4) reduced the DNA replication since these cells did not appear to display as severe a phenotype as the clb5 clb6 mutant efficiency of completing meiosis to ‫,%03ف‬ whereas mu- tating five MCBs (⌬mcb5) reduced the efficiency of cells
In two independent experiments, the addition of a wildtype MCB to this promoter induced the accumulation completing meiosis to Ͻ5% ( Figure 5G ).
MCBs are effective upstream-activating elements durof CLB5 mRNA to a significantly greater level than was achieved when a mutant MCB was added to it (Figure ing meiosis: It has been demonstrated that in cells lacking Mbp1 many MBF-regulated genes lose the periodic-6A, top). The physiological consequences of this elevated level of CLB5 mRNA are reflected in the higher ity in their expression, albeit maintaining a relatively high uniform level of transcript abundance (Koch et degree of spore formation achieved by cells expressing CLB5 from a promoter containing the wild-type MCB al. 1993). Although Mbp1 may not be necessary for the expression of all MCB-regulated genes, the MCBs elements. Greater than 50% of cells expressing CLB5 from a wild-type MCB promoter successfully completed themselves may be critical for transcriptional activation of these genes. We investigated the effectiveness of MCB two meiotic divisions; this contrasts with only 3% seen in cells expressing CLB5 from an MCB mutant promoter elements as transcriptional-activating sequences during meiosis by generating constructs in which a CLB5 open ( Figure 6B ). We wanted to determine whether Mbp1 was responsible for the meiosis-specific transcription reading frame was placed under the regulation of either a wild-type MCB sequence (MCB) or a mutant (mcbx).
driven by this MCB element, so yeast strains lacking Mbp1 carrying CLB5 driven by either a wild-type or a Either the wild-type or the mutant MCB was inserted into the CLB5 ⌬179 promoter. Although this promoter mutant MCB were generated. In these cells, CLB5 driven by the wild-type MCB was expressed at elevated levels has a single core MCB sequence, we have shown that it is insufficient to promote CLB5 expression ( Figure 3B) . throughout meiotic development when compared to it is clear that expression of CLB5 in meiosis is sufficient to correct that defect. The fact that cells expressing CLB5 during proliferation are defective in completing meiotic development when they are deprived of CLB5 synthesis in meiosis further suggests that Clb5 expressed during mitotic proliferation is insufficient to promote premeiotic S-phase. The need for CLB5 expression to induce S-phase during both mitotic proliferation and meiotic development has clearly prompted the development of a mechanism to promote expression of CLB5 during both of these alternative fates. In this regard we predicted that CLB5 would be under the same form of regulation as other genes required for DNA synthesis. regulatory mechanism that allows the activation of MBFregulated genes while preventing activation of SBF-regulated genes. This partitioning of SBF-and MBF-reguexpression from the mutant MCB. At early times in lated genes is critical for meiosis since expression of the meiosis the relative levels of mRNA were similar to cells SBF-regulated CLN1 and CLN2 genes prevents entry harboring a functional MBP1; however, at later times into meiotic development. the reporter in MBP1 strains achieved higher levels.
Synchronized cultures of proliferating mbp1 mutant ( Figure 6A, bottom) . The reason for this difference is cells display a reduction in the periodicity of CLB5 exunclear but may be an indirect effect driven by other pression during the cell cycle (Koch et al. 1993 ). Given MBP1-regulated genes. Those mbp1 cells expressing this, it is surprising that the pattern of CLB5 transcript CLB5 from the wild-type MCB also achieved a sporulaaccumulation during meiotic development is unaffected tion efficiency of ‫,%05ف‬ similar to that seen in MBP1 by the deletion of MBP1. This implies that another faccells ( Figure 6B ). MBP1 cells expressing CLB5 from a tor must regulate CLB5 during meiosis. When prolifermutant MCB promoter achieved a sporulation efficiency ating cells are synchronized by deprivation and then of 3%, whereas mbp1 cells expressing CLB5 from a mureinduction of G 1 cyclins, CLB5 mRNA displays an identant MCB promoter achieved a slightly greater sporulatical pattern of accumulation in MBP1 and mbp1 strains, tion efficiency ‫;%21ف(‬ Figure 6B) . These data indicate whereas POL1 and TMP1 mRNA both display reduced that the MCB element can act in cis to activate gene periodicity in mbp1 strains (Koch et al. 1993) . This sugexpression during meiotic development and that the gests that high levels of Cln/Cdk activity can promote ability of the MCB to function as an activator (at least periodic expression of CLB5 independently of Mbp1 in the context of the CLB5 promoter) is not dependent and provides evidence that CLB5 regulation is distinct on Mbp1. from other genes controlled by MCB sequences in their promoters. Although MBP1 does not appear to regulate CLB5 DISCUSSION during meiosis, it does regulate other MCB-containing genes. Mbp1 regulates genes whose products play roles Clb5 expression is essential for efficient completion of meiotic development: The simplest explanation for in DNA replication, yet mbp1 mutants display little or no defect in the timing or completion of meiotic S-phase, the meiotic defect in clb5 clb6 mutants is that these cyclins must be expressed during meiotic development meiotic recombination, or spore viability. This is somewhat surprising since it has been reported that swi6 to promote meiotic S-phase and perhaps other functions. While it may be that clb5 clb6 mutant cells do mutants display reduced frequencies of recombination and decreased spore viability (Leem et al. 1998 ). This experience a defect in chromosome metabolism during mitotic proliferation that hinders premeiotic S-phase, has been attributed to a reduction in the expression of genes required for meiotic recombination (Leem et al. UAS CLB5 can promote gene expression. In contrast, when the only source of CLB5 is driven by a promoter that 1998). However, Swi6 also participates in the SBF complex that regulates genes whose products function in lacks MCB sequences, the expression of CLB5 mRNA and protein are profoundly reduced. An economical cell wall synthesis. Thus the reduced viability of swi6 spores may be more related to cell wall integrity than interpretation of these observations is that Clb5 can promote the activation of its own promoter in a positiveto defects that occur during meiosis.
In contrast to RNR1 and TMP1, CLB5 displays a peak feedback loop. If CLB5 is activated by positive feedback in meiosis, this must be independent of the MCB eleof transcript accumulation that is coincident with the onset of MI and MII and is consistent with CLB5 being ments and would presumably be important only for promoting CLB5 expression at early times since Ndt80 regulated by Ndt80. However, since neither Ndt80 nor Mbp1 appears to influence the expression of CLB5 early would activate the gene as cells approach the middle phase of sporulation. An additional complexity to this in meiosis, it is likely that another activator regulates CLB5. In support of this hypothesis the activation of interpretation is that MBF is not required for CLB5 expression so its activation through MCBs and poten-CLB5 in meiosis is dependent on the meiosis-specific transcription factor Ime1. Despite the requirement for tially other uncharacterized elements must make use of a regulator that we have not yet identified. Ime1, CLB5 is not regulated like other early meiosisspecific genes. The CLB5 promoter lacks any consensus
The requirement for MCB sequences in the CLB5 promoter likely indicates that an MCB-binding factor URS1 sequences and there are no T 4 C elements or consensus-binding sites for Abf1. Thus, it is likely that there independent of Mbp1 is responsible for CLB5 induction in meiosis. This idea is supported by the observation are both regulators and regulatory elements in the CLB5 promoter that remain to be characterized.
that deletion of MBP1 leads to constitutive expression of TMP1 and POL1 while deletion of the MCBs in their On the basis of the ability of MBF to modulate CLB5 transcript abundance during mitotic proliferation and promoters essentially eliminates their expression (Gordon and Campbell 1991; McIntosh et al. 1991 ). An the ability of Mbp1 to bind the CLB5 promoter in vitro, the presumption has been that MCBs regulate CLB5 by MCB-binding activity distinct from Mbp1 has previously been reported in proliferating cells (Verma et al. 1991) . binding Mbp1. Although MBF is not required for meiotic expression of CLB5, the MCB elements are regulaOur preliminary gel-shift experiments also suggest that an MCB-binding activity can be detected in mbp1/mbp1 tors of its expression. In addition, this analysis has revealed that DNA sequences between Ϫ298 and Ϫ398 diploids undergoing meiosis. It is unclear whether the activity that we have detected is meiosis specific but it of the CLB5 promoter contain as-yet-unidentified elements that promote expression of CLB5 in meiosis. This suggests that an alternative MCB-binding factor may exist. S. cerevisiae encodes several candidate transcrip-DNA fragment contains four consensus MCB sequences but mutation of these elements has a very small effect tion factors (SOK1, PHD1, and GAT1) that possess sequence similarity to the DNA-binding domain of Mbp1 on the expression of the reporter gene in a wild-type cell. Clearly, this indicates that the Ϫ298 to Ϫ398 fragand thus may bind to MCBs. Whether any of these function to replace Mbp1 at some or all MCB-regulated ment contains important regulatory elements that have not been previously identified. This is not surprising promoters during meiosis is as yet a matter of conjecture. considering that many meiosis-specific genes lack any of the sequence elements known to act as binding sites Despite the importance of the MCBs in its promoter, CLB5 is regulated differently from other genes that have for transcriptional regulators. Interestingly the Ϫ298 to Ϫ398 region of the CLB5 promoter contains two been shown to be under the control of MCB sequences. A possible explanation for the difference in regulation sequences (CGCGCTTT and CTCACTTT) that match a consensus element identified in at least 15 genes exbetween CLB5 and other MCB-regulated genes is that perhaps not all MCB sequences are equal. This has pressed during middle sporulation (Chu et al. 1998 ). In addition, this region of the CLB5 promoter also conclearly been shown to be the case in the TMP1 promoter where mutational inactivation of one of the two consentains the sequence GGTACAAAA, which is similar to a binding site for Ndt80. Indeed, this sequence is a likely sus MCBs has a profound effect on periodic transcription whereas mutation of the other MCB has a very minor Ndt80-binding site since deletion of the consensus MSE at Ϫ230 does not eliminate Ndt80-dependent transcript effect (McIntosh et al. 1991) . It may be that sequences flanking the core MCB element confer the ability of accesaccumulation. We do not have definitive evidence that these specific sequences promote CLB5 expression in sory factors to bind and influence whether Mbp1 or an alternative factor binds to that MCB. This might explain meiosis but our deletion analysis suggests that they are likely candidates.
why deletion of Mbp1 has a significant effect on the expression of RNR1 and TMP1 but not on CLB5. Deletion of five of the six MCB sequences in the CLB5 promoter leads to a very modest reduction in the CLB5 presents an example of how a cell-cycle-controlled gene has its regulatory elements reprogrammed accumulation of clb5 reporter gene mRNA in wild-type cells. This indicates that other sequence elements within to function during meiotic development. Our analysis of
